
    

                                                                                                                                           
  

Instructions for your compost toilet  

  

* Place the toilet on a base of newspaper, cardboard or similar. The tub is only 

designed as a latrine, and not for dishwater, rubbish, sanitary pads or other items.  

  

* Before use, strew a thin layer (about 2 cm) of our TOA Skogsströ sawdust to cover 

the bottom of the tub.   

  

* Add a small amount of TOA Skogsströ sawdust at regular intervals so that the 

compost in the toilet maintains a porous structure and correct moistness. If the mass 

becomes too fluid, add a little more TOA Skogsströ. Should the mass become dry, it 

may start to smell. In such case, add a little water.  

  

* When the toilet is full, remove the seat and put on the accompanying lid. Take a new 

tub, assemble the seat, and strew a thin layer of TOA Skogsströ sawdust to cover the 

bottom of the tub.  

  

* The tub should be placed in the hallway after changing, and all related materials should 

be placed together so that we can assess your requirements. Tubs should never be 

placed in the staircase, with consideration to your neighbours and risk of fire.  

  

* Tubs are changed once a week as required or as instructed.  
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The toilet is composed of only natural and primary materials, and is subsequently fully 

recycled. The appliance is particularly useful when undertaking major plumbing work 

or bathroom refurbishments or similar projects.  

  

Skogstoan AB is environmentally certified as per ISO 14001 and quality certified as per 

ISO 9001.  
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